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Cloe XhauflaireCloe Xhauflaire
is an actress and acting coach originally from Belgium, where she studied

theatre at THE Royal Drama Conservatory in Brussels. 
She has further developed her training with some of the best teachers
inthe world, including Susan Batson, Larry Moss and Anthony Abeson.

Before creating ‘ACT INeverywhere’ in 2019, Cloe mastered her teaching
skills while training hundreds of actors as a

LEAD COACH AT THE SUSAN BATSON STUDIO FOR 7 YEARS   
She is now acting, teaching, living, and pursuing her dreams as an

international artist with the
privilege of holding acting workshops throughout the world, in cities like

Paris, Rome, Madrid, Milan, Namur, Lausanne,
Barcelona, Mallorca, Berlin, Brussels and New York.

As of 2022, Cloe is a CERTIFIED LIFE COACH which enhances her ability 
to guide actors and artists towards their personal and creative freedom.



 By tapping into their own emotional reservoir, actors don't just portray a role—they become it. 
This approach liberates artists by dismissing conventional boundaries, offering a sense of freedom on set, during

auditions, and on stage. Through specifics exercises , actors  allow themsleves  to authentically channel their
characters' feelings and actions. This intimate connection creates a heightened emotional reality, lifting not just the

actor but the entire performance to the realm of art. It’s a  a deeply empowering journey, liberating actors to give not
just good performances, but transformative experiences that resonate from the heart.

ACT IN METHOD

AUDITION TECHNIQUE - SCRIPT BREAKDOWN 
You'll dig deep into the script, uncovering not just the lines but the emotional core of your character.

Learn the art of emotional flexibility, how to pivot from joy to sorrow, anger to calm, within the span of a
few lines. This will be your key to delivering a truly compelling performance.

The workshop will culminate with invaluable audition tips. From entering the room to your final line,
make every moment count. You'll walk away with actionable strategies that will help you captivate

casting directors and leave a lasting impression.



INFOS - COSTINFOS - COST  

To SUBMIT your application, please email us andTo SUBMIT your application, please email us and    
INCLUDE HEADSHOT AND RESUME @INCLUDE HEADSHOT AND RESUME @

actineverywhere@gmail.com

700 euros 700 euros 

WHERE: ROOM M003
THEATERHAUSMITTE
Wallstrasse 32 - Haus C , 10179 Berlin
                                                    TIME: 10am-6pm 



Bank code (SWIFT/BIC):
TRWIBEB1XXX

IBAN:
BE31 9670 6026 5355

Wise Europe 
Avenue Louise 54, Room S52 Brussels

1050 Belgium

Wire routing number:
026073008

Routing number (ACH or ABA)
026073150

Account number:
822000184493

Bank code (SWIFT/BIC)
CMFGUS33

WISE USA
19 west 24th street NY, 10010

United States

EUROPE
Actineverywhere LLC

Actineverywhere LLC
USA



Freedom
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